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Understanding the formation of novel pair density waves (PDWs) in strongly correlated elec-
tronic systems remains challenging. Recent mean-field studies suggest that PDW phases may arise
in strong-coupling multiband superconductors by virtue of the quantum geometric properties of
paired electrons. However, confirmation via sophisticated many-body calculations has been lack-
ing. Employing large-scale density matrix renormalization group calculations, we obtain the phase
diagram of a simple two-orbital model incorporating quantum geometric effect in a strong coupling
regime. The phase diagram reveals a robust PDW phase with no coexisting competing orders across
a broad range of doping concentration and tuning interaction parameter. The observed pairing
field configuration aligns with the phenomenological understanding that quantum geometric effects
promote PDW formation. Our study provides by far the strongest evidence for the quantum-
geometry-facilitated intrinsic PDW order in strongly correlated systems, thereby opening an avenue
for further exploration of PDWs.

Introduction.– Pair density waves (PDWs) are su-
perconducting states exhibiting periodic modulation of
the superconducting order parameter. A classic exam-
ple of such a novel phase of matter is the Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov state [1, 2], which may appear in
BCS superconductors subject to external magnetic field.
PDWs have also been reported in several strongly cor-
related systems, most notably the cuprate superconduc-
tors [3–8], although the exact mechanism for their for-
mation is still debated [9, 10]. Meanwhile, PDW order
in various microscopic models continues to be explored
in great depth [11–37]. Recently, a possible new intrinsic
route to PDW in absence of external field, utilizing the
quantum geometric property of the paired electrons, was
proposed for multiband superconductors [38, 39].
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FIG. 1. (a) A representative manifestation of quantum geo-
metric effects in multiband superconductors. Thanks to the
interband velocity, Cooper pairs can tunnel between differ-
ent Bloch bands, resulting in effective Josephson coupling be-
tween their order parameters. (b) Sketch of bilayer lattice
model used in our DMRG simulation, with s and dxy orbitals
residing on separate layers. Details are provided in the text.

The quantum geometric effect can be understood in the
following intuitive way. Specifically, the charge transport
of electrons from different Bloch bands is quantum me-
chanically interconnected, rather than being solely deter-
mined by their respective group velocities. Formally, the
current or velocity operator, when expressed in the band-
basis representation, contains non-vanishing off-diagonal
elements [40–42]:

V ij
µk = (ǫik − ǫjk)〈∂kµ

ψik|ψjk〉 , (ǫik 6= ǫjk) , (1)

where i labels the band index, and |ψik〉 denotes the pe-
riodic part of the Bloch wavefunction of the i-th band,
with its dispersion given by ǫik. This interband veloc-
ity depicts a concerted motion of electrons from differ-
ent bands. The term i〈∂µψik|ψjk〉 defines a non-Abelian
Berry connection between the two Bloch states. While
the most classic examples of quantum geometric effects
are found in the context of topological band theories [43–
46], this effect, manifested through the interband veloc-
ity, is universally present in arguably any multiband sys-
tem, regardless of the band topology.

The geometry also impacts the transport and electro-
magnetic responses of multiband superconductors [41, 42,
47–56]. For example, the superfluid weight, which mea-
sures the ability of Cooper pairs to maintain macroscopic
phase coherence and hence to support supercurrent flow,
receives a contribution closely related to the quantum ge-
ometry of the paired electrons [41, 47, 48, 57, 58]. This
geometric superfluid weight has been invoked to explain
the flatband superconductivity in several systems [47, 48,
57, 58], including in twisted bilayer graphene [59–63],
where traditional theory would have otherwise concluded
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that superfluidity is unsustainable as the paired electrons
in flatbands are immobile. Quantum geometry comes to
the rescue, in the sense that interband velocity enables
effective transport of Cooper pairs.
Quantum geometry also has the potential to facilitate

the formation of unusual superconducting phases. One
such example is the PDW order, as proposed by two in-
dependent recent studies within the framework of BCS
mean-field theory [38, 39]. However, in the regime where
PDW overtakes the uniform superconducting phase, the
pairing gap typically reaches a magnitude comparable to
or even larger than the Fermi energy and the bandwidth.
This is a strong-coupling scenario, for which the appli-
cability of the mean-field BCS formalism is in question.
Hence, investigations using sophisticated many-body ap-
proaches are highly desired.
In this study, we perform large-scale density matrix

renormalization group (DMRG) [64, 65] simulations of a
simple non-topological interacting two-band model de-
vised in Ref. 38 for the study of PDW facilitated by
quantum geometry. Our numerical results reveal that
PDW can indeed stabilize in the strong coupling limit.
Our study therefore firmly establishes quantum geome-
try as an intrinsic mechanism to facilitate the formation
of PDW phases.
Model and method.— The two-orbital model con-

sists of an s- and a dxy-orbital on a square lattice.
The non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian is given by
H0 =

∑

k,σH0,k with,

H0,k = ξskc
†
skcsk+ ξdkc

†
dkcdk+λk(c

†
skcdk+ c†dkcsk). (2)

Here, the dispersion relation ξαk = −2tα(cos kx +cos ky)
(α = s, d the orbital index) and λk = 4tsd sin kx sin ky,
where ts(d) denotes the s(d)-orbital nearest-neighbor in-
traorbital hopping and tsd the next-near-neighbor in-
terorbital mixing. For brevity, we omit the spin indices
in Eq. (2), and henceforth refer to the dxy-orbital as the
d-orbital. Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian results in two
bands, whose wavefunctions encode the geometric infor-
mation crucial to the formation of PDW. Note that, this
model is topologically trivial by nature, in the regard
that the Berry curvature of the Bloch bands vanishes. In
practice, we keep a balance between tsd and ts − td to
ensure a sizable quantum geometric effect. Without loss
of generality, we set ts = −td = tsd = 1 throughout the
study.
The interacting part of the Hamiltonian contains only

onsite interactions. That is, Hint =
∑

iHint,i where, on
each site i,

Hint,i = −Usc
†
i,s↑c

†
i,s↓ci,s↓ci,s↑ − Udc

†
i,d↑c

†
i,d↓ci,d↓ci,d↑

+Usd

[

c†i,s↑c
†
i,s↓ci,d↓ci,d↑ + (s ↔ d)

]

. (3)

Here, −Us,−Ud designate the attractive interactions that
drive onsite intraorbital spin-singlet pairings ∆s and ∆d.
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FIG. 2. The quantum phase diagram as a function of dop-
ing level δ and the inter-orbital repulsion Usd is obtained
from Ly = 4 DMRG calculations. The intra-orbital inter-
action strength is fixed at Us = Ud = 8. Circles indicate cal-
culations performed using canonical ensemble DMRG, while
squares represent those gathered using grand canonical en-
semble DMRG.

For strong interorbital pair hopping interaction Usd, ∆s

and ∆d tend to develop a phase difference of π, referred
to as the ∆̂+− configuration. The alternative scenario
with no phase difference is referred to as the ∆̂++ con-
figuration.

We employ a large-scale DMRG calculation to study
the ground state properties of the above model. We map
the Hamiltonian (2) and (3) into a bilayer square lattice
model, with each layer representing one orbital degree
of freedom [see Fig. 1 (b)]. The calculations are per-
formed on a Lx × Ly system with open boundary condi-
tions along the x-direction and periodic boundary condi-
tions along the y-direction. The total number of sites is
thus N = 2 × Lx × Ly. Data presented in the maintext
are all Ly = 4, while we also perform some calculations
with Ly = 3 to check consistency and present in Supple-
mentary Material [66]. Simulating such a Ly = 4 ladder
is computationally as demanding as simulating an 8-leg
ladder of the single-orbital spinful model. Throughout
the maintext, we focus on the strong coupling regime
and set Us = Ud = 8, which is computationally more
accessible to us. We tune the value of Usd and the dop-
ing level δ = 1−

∑

i,α=s,d ni,α/N > 0 with ni,α denoting
the occupancy of the α-orbital on site i, to explore dif-
ferent phases of the model. Thanks to the particle-hole
symmetry, we only need to study the hole-doped regime.

In this study, we utilize two types of DMRG tech-
niques, each imposing distinct symmetry constraints:
one preserving U(1)charge ⊗ U(1)spin symmetry and the
other solely enforcing U(1)spin symmetry. The former,
which can be referred to as the canonical ensemble, con-
sistently prohibits a directly non-zero measurement of
the superconductivity order parameter, namely, ∆ ∼
〈c†i,σ,αc

†
j,σ̄,β〉 = 0 at all times. In this case, the super-
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conducting order can be only characterized by the corre-
lation function. The latter, termed the grand canonical
ensemble, naturally breaks particle number conservation
at low entanglement condition and provides a non-zero
estimate of the order parameter magnitude in the ther-
modynamic limit [25, 67–69]. These two methodologies
serve as cross-checks for each other. In the canonical en-
semble, we retain the bond dimension up to D = 24000,
ensuring a truncation error ε ∼ 2 × 10−6 for the PDW
states. We also perform various simulations with differ-
ent initial states to eliminate metastable states. All of
the data from the canonical ensemble calculations pre-
sented below have been extrapolated to the ε → 0 limit
using quadratic fitting. Detailed numerical methods are
provided in the Supplemental Materials [66].
Quantum-geometry-facilitated pair density

wave order — Figure 2 presents a representative phase
diagram as a function of doping concentration δ and pair
hopping interaction Usd for our model. The diagram
reveals that the PDW phase dominates in a wide range
of doping and pair hopping interactions, while a uniform
superconducting phase develops at finite doping and
small Usd. At zero doping, a charge density wave (CDW)
with momentum (π, π) initially stabilizes at low Usd. As
Usd increases, this CDW phase transitions into a fully
gapped phase that appears featureless.
We first concentrate on the PDW phase, which is the

central result of this study. The robustness of super-
conductivity in our model is captured by the equal-time
pair-pair correlation function defined as

Φαβ(r = ri − rj) = 〈O†
α,iOβ,j〉, (4)

where O†
α,i = c†α,i,↑c

†
α,i,↓ is the spin-singlet pair creation

operator on site i with orbital index α = s, d. To re-
duce boundary effects, the reference point rj is fixed at
rj = (xj , yj) = (Lx/4, 1) on the s-orbital. We first check
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FIG. 3. SC Correlation functions in PDW phase. (a) SC
correlations on s-orbital along the horizontal direction and
their power-law fitting. (b) SC correlations on 4-leg ladder
under doping level δ = 1/8 plot in the quasi-2D lattices. The
reference is set as the s-orbital intraorbital pairing on site
r0 = (12, 1). The upper panel is the correlation inner s-
orbitals, the lower panel is the correlation between s- and
d-orbitals. The area of the circle reflects the magnitude of SC
correlations. The green circles indicate positive correlations,
while the oranges ones indicate negative correlations.

for the presence of superconductivity. Figure 3(a) shows
the pair-pair correlation function along the horizontal
direction Φ(∆x) := Φss(∆x,∆y = 0) for two different
points within the PDW phase, Usd = 8 and δ = 1/8 and
1/32. The pair-pair correlation function exhibits charac-
teristic power-law decay Φ(r) ∝ r−Ksc with Luttinger pa-
rameters Ksc ≃ 0.36 and 0.31, respectively. The power-
law decay with Ksc < 2 indicates a diverging supercon-
ducting susceptibility, establishing quasi-long-range su-
perconducting order in our calculations. Moreover, as
shown in the Supplementary Material [66], Ksc decreases
as Ly increases from 3 to 4, suggesting stronger pairing
as the ladder widens, thereby further consolidating the
long-range PDW order in the two-dimensional limit. To
our knowledge, the PDW order revealed here exhibits the
strongest instability among all microscopic models con-
firmed by previous DMRG studies.

Figure 3(b) further illustrates the correlation Φαβ(r)
across the lattice. The area and color of the filled circles
encode the magnitude and sign of the correlation, respec-
tively. The correlation function Φαβ(r) alternates in sign
with a periodicity of two lattice sites along the x-direction
and is translationally invariant along y. The PDW or-
der, therefore, has a modulation wavevector (π, 0). No-
tably, at each location ri, the signs of the intraorbital
pairings on the two orbitals are opposite, corresponding
to the ∆̂+− configuration. In all of our calculations, the
PDW phase always appears in this configuration. This is
consistent with the phenomenological analysis [38] that
quantum geometric effects can facilitate the formation of
the PDW phase.

The geometric effect is best illustrated in the band-
basis description, which is obtained through a unitary
transformation that diagonalizes the kinetic part of the
Hamiltonian. In one exemplary manifestation of the ge-
ometric effect, Cooper pairs tunnel between the bands
through the interband velocity, as exemplified in Fig. 1.
Such tunnelings introduce effective Josephson couplings
among the multiple pairing order parameters, which con-
stitute a unique geometric superfluid weight. Impor-
tantly, the geometric contribution may acquire different
signs [38, 39, 61, 70]. For example, changing the sign of
the intraband order parameter on band-1 ∆11 in Fig. 1
changes the sign of the Josephson coupling between ∆11

and ∆22 and hence the sign of the corresponding portion
of the geometric superfluid weight. If the total geometric
contribution is negative, the energy cost associated with
spatial superconducting phase modulations (e.g. PDW)
can be significantly reduced.

Due to the strong orbital mixing tsd in our model, the
orbital-basis ∆̂+− pairing turns out to produce the right
kind of band-basis order parameter configuration needed
to generate negative geometric superfluid weight [38].
That is, had the ∆̂+− pairing develops into a uniform
superconductivity in the sense that neither ∆s nor ∆d

displays any spatial modulation, the system will receive
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FIG. 4. Multiple correlation functions in the PDW phase.
(a) Charge density profiles and Friedel oscillations. Only half
of the systems are shown due to reflection symmetry. Charge
density in s− and d−orbitals are degenerate due to the orbital
exchange symmetry. (b) Charge density correlation functions
inner s−orbitals and power law fitting. Data are scaled to
separate different curves. Filled points indicate the negative
values while empty points indicate positive values. (c) Spin
correlation functions inner s−orbitals. (d) Single-particle cor-
relation functions.

a negative geometry-related superfluid weight, thereby
paving the way for PDW order to emerge. By contrast,
as we will show later, when the repulsive pair hopping Usd

is weak, the system tends to condense into the ∆̂++ con-
figuration. The resultant state cannot produce negative
geometric superfluid weight, and thus will not promote
PDW order.

To check if there are other coexisting or competing in-
stabilities, we also examine the possibility of charge and
spin ordering. We first evaluate the charge density dis-
tribution nα(x) = 1

Ly

∑

y〈n̂α(x, y)〉. It is checked that,

similar to the PDW order, the charge density does not
exhibit any modulation along the y direction. The den-
sity profile along x direction associated with the two cal-
culations in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4(a). Under the
special parameters ts = −td and Us = Ud, the density
is exactly degenerate between two orbitals. With dop-
ing δ = 1/32, on top of a large uniform component, one
can see a clear oscillatory component whose amplitude
rapidly decays going away from the open boundary. With
doping δ = 0.125, the oscillation is almost invisible in the
bulk. The charge density modulations in δ = 1/32 can
be well described by the Friedel oscillations,

nα(x) = A cos(Q · r + φ)x−Kc/2 + n0 (5)

where n0 is the average density on the each orbital, Q
is the charge modulation wavevector, A and φ are some
non-universal constants, Kc is the Luttinger parameter.

By fitting the charge density profiles on δ = 1/32, we
obtain Q ≈ 2π

8 and Luttinger parameter Kc ≈ 2.94.
The values of Q indicates the scenario of 1

Ly
-filled stripy

charge density modulation.
These results provide preliminary indication of the ab-

sence of CDW instability in this part of the phase dia-
gram. To substantiate this conclusion, we further mea-
sure the charge correlation function

Dα,β(r) =
1

Ly

∑

y

〈n̂α(x0, y)n̂β(x0 + r, y)〉

− 〈n̂α(x0, y)〉〈n̂β(x0 + r, y)〉.

(6)

The evaluated charge correlations for both orbitals (see
Fig. 4(b) and Supplemental Materials [66]) show a power-

law decay form Dαβ(r) ∼ r−Kαβ
c , with Luttinger param-

eter Kss
c ≃ 1.83, 1.95 for the two calculations respective

calculations. The power-law decay charge correlation,
combined with the Friedel oscillations, offer strong ev-
idence that the PDW phase is charge gapless and that
CDW order, if any, must be significantly weaker than
PDW.
The spin order can also be excluded in the PDW

phase. This can be seen in the spin correlation func-

tion Fαβ(r) = 1
Ly

∑Ly

y=1〈S
α
i · Sβ

j 〉. Figure 4 (c) presents

exponentially decaying spin correlations, which are char-
acterized by rather short spin correlation lengths of ξs ≈
0.26, 0.29 for the two calculations, suggesting large spin
gap. We also calculate the single-particle correlation

function G(r) = 1
Ly

∑Ly

y=1〈c
†(x0, y)c(x0+r, y), which also

decay exponentially fast with correlation length ξG ≈
0.37, 0.51, indicating the presence of a single-particle gap
in the PDW phase.
Considering the results from the above correlation

functions, the PDW states qualitatively align with the
scenario of Luther-Emery Liquids. Additionally, we
present results of the PDW phase obtained for Ly = 3
and provide grand canonical ensemble calculations in the
Supplementary Material [66]. A comprehensive analysis
indicates that the PDW instability is the only one that
is enhanced as the system width Ly increases.
Uniform SC, CDW and featureless phases —

Having established and characterized the PDW phase,
we now turn to the remaining phases in the phase di-
agram of Fig. 2. In Fig. 5 (a), we provide the charge
density pattern for a representative set of parameters in
the uniform superconducting phase, as well as the cor-
responding pairing potential 〈cα,i,↑cα,i,↓〉 obtained from
a calculation with grand canonical ensemble. No CDW
or pairing potential modulation is found in the bulk of
the system. In the region that the repulsive pair hopping
Usd is small or absent, the order parameters ∆s and ∆d

naturally condense into the ∆̂++ configuration due to an
effective Josephson coupling mediated by the orbital mix-
ing tsd. This configuration does not produce negative ge-
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ometric superfluid weight [38], and thus cannot promote
PDW order as we also confirmed in our calculations.

Figure. 5 (c) shows the charge density pattern in the
CDW phase at Usd = 0 and at half-filling. The charge
density modulates with wavevector (π, π) with uniform
CDW amplitude in the bulk. And it exhibits an anti-
phase correlation between two orbitals, i.e. the depletion
and gain of the occupancy of the two orbitals alternates
every other site, in concert with the CDW wavevector.
We also checked that there is no coexisting SC or spin
order in this phase. Finally, the fully-gapped phase at
zero-doping is characterized by exact one electron per-
site and exponential decay in all channels of correlation
functions [Fig. 5 (b)], which potentially holds a topolog-
ical ordered phase. The exact nature of this intriguing
phase requires further investigation, which is beyond the
scope of the current study.
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FIG. 5. (a) Charge denisty and SC pair-field in uniform SC
phase. Usd = 0.3. µs = µd = −4.7, equivalent to approx-
imately doping level δ = 0.25. The data are obtained from
grand canonical ensemble DMRG with D = 10000 states. (b)
Correlation functions at half filling and Usd = 8. (c) Charge
density pattern at half filling, Usd = 0, showing a CDW with
modulation wavevector (π, π). Kept state D = 20000.

Concluding remarks.— With the use of large-scale
DMRG calculations, we demonstrated a robust PDW or-
der in the strong-coupling limit of a simple microscopic
two-orbital model on a square lattice. This PDW forms
only in the scenario where quantum geometric effects
would induce a suppression in the superfluid weight of
the uniform phase, which makes it easier for spatial su-
perconducting modulation to take place. The model is
topologically trivial, suggesting that band topology is not
a prerequisite for this intrinsic geometric mechanism to
operate. Intriguingly, the PDW wavevector obtained in
our model is fixed at (π, 0). Looking forward, it is worth-
while to explore the possibility of more general forms of

quantum-geometry-facilitated PDW order in other multi-
orbital models with different lattice geometries and differ-
ent schemes of interactions. Our study therefore opens an
avenue for future explorations of PDW phases in strongly
correlated multiband systems.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

I. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA FOR PAIR-DENSITY WAVE STATES

We present extra DMRG calculation results in this section to support the robustness of the pair density wave
(PDW) states.

A. 3-leg ladders

The computational capacity limits our system size to Ly ≤ 4. To carefully extrapolate the model behavior in the
two-dimensional (2D) limit, we compare the numerical results from Ly = 3 and Ly = 4. Thus, in this file, we present
some results for Ly = 3 under different doping levels δ and different interaction strength. Throughout this file, we set
ts = −td = tsd = 1 as in the main text.

We first present the results for a 3-leg ladder with Us = Ud = Usd = 8 at doping level δ = 1/8, directly comparing
these results with those for a 4-leg ladder with the same parameters as discussed in the main text. Figure S1 (a) shows
the charge density distribution calculated using several increasingly larger sets of DMRG kept states. We note three
observations from the density distributions: (i) The distributions do not converge around the boundary region with
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FIG. S1. Numerical results of a 3 × 64 lattice with model parameters: Us = Ud = Usd = 8, and doping level δ = 1/8. (a)
Charge density pattern at various finite bond dimensions D. (b) SC correlations at finite bond dimension and extrapolation.
(c) Charge density correlations. (d) Real-space SC correlations with the reference set as the s-orbital intraorbital pairing on site
r0 = (16, 1). The area of the circle reflects the magnitude of SC correlations. The green circles indicate positive correlations,
while the oranges ones indicate negative correlations. (e) and (f) show the spin and single-particle correlations.

8/9, corresponding to a doping level of δ = 1/9. (iii) There is a small charge density wave (CDW) modulation with a
period of λCDW = 3. The doping level δ = 1/9 in the bulk can also be confirmed by the prior belief that the stripe
filling is 1/Ly in the PDW phase, which has been observed in other cases. These three observations suggest that
under this set of parameters, the model on a 3-leg ladder (Ly = 3) tends to form phase separation. We also obtain
that the following correlations measured in the bulk of the system reflect the behavior at a doping level δ = 1/9.

We measured the SC, charge, spin, and single-particle correlations, as shown in Fig. S1(b-f). The behavior of the
correlation functions is consistent with that in Ly = 4 systems. We again observe a (π, 0)-PDW with a power-law
decay in the SC correlation. The charge mode is gapless, characterized by a power-law decay in the charge correlation.
The spin and single-particle degrees of freedom are all gapped and characterized by exponential decay correlations.
The SC and density correlations give Luttinger parameters Ksc = 0.50 and Kc = 1.52, respectively. Here, the tails of
the SC and density correlations slightly deviate from the dashed guideline due to the phase separation.

From the above calculations, we conclude that a strong PDW phase appears in the Ly = 3 system under these
parameters. The Luttinger parameter Ksc is larger than that in the Ly = 4 system discussed in the main text with
doping levels δ = 1/8 and 1/32, suggesting that the SC becomes stronger as Ly increases, thus further indicating the
presence of long-range SC order in the 2D limit.

To further explore regions with relatively weaker interactions, we examine the calculation results for ts = −td =
tsd = 1 and Us = 3.8, Ud = 3.7, Usd = 4.0, as shown in Figure S2. The mean-field solution for these parameters has
been considered in Ref. [37] and indicates a (π, 0)-PDW order in the ground state. The results here are qualitatively
similar to the PDW state investigated in the strong interaction regime.

The charge density wave (CDW) shows clear Friedel oscillations and decaying CDW amplitudes as one moves into
the bulk of the system, with a modulation periodicity λCDW = 16

3 , giving a stripe filling of 1
Ly

. The quasi-long-range

(π, 0)-PDW and density correlations provide Luttinger parameters Ksc = 0.53 and Kc = 1.94, respectively. The Kc

fitted from the density correlation is consistent with that fitted from the Friedel oscillation up to two decimal places.
Given the fact that both spin and single-particle modes are gapped, the product KscKc ≈ 1 strongly indicates a
Luther-Emery liquid state in this regime.
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FIG. S2. Correlations on a 3 × 64 lattice. Model parameters: Us = 3.8, Ud = 3.7, Usd = 4.0, and doping level δ = 1/16. (a)
Charge density profile and Friedel oscillation. (b) SC correlations. (c) Charge density correlations. (d) SC correlations a 2D
top-view representation. (e) Spin correlation. (f) Single-particle correlation.

B. Grand canonical ensemble DMRG simulation

The existence of the PDW phase is further confirmed by the grand canonical ensemble DMRG simulation. To adjust
the doping level, we add a chemical potential term −µsN̂s − µdN̂d to the Hamiltonian, where N̂s and N̂d represent
the total particle numbers in the s- and d-orbitals, respectively. We demonstrate a representative point in the phase
diagram with model parameters Us = Ud = 8, Usd = 4, and µs = µd = −6, as shown in Figure S3. The doping level
for this set of parameters is approximately 0.35.
The charge density distribution reveals no CDW in the ground state [Figure S3 (a)]. The on-site pairing field

〈c†i,↑,αc
†
i,↓,α〉, shown in Figure S3 (b), exhibits a (π, 0)-PDWmodulation, consistent with the PDW correlationmeasured

in the canonical ensemble. The pairing fields between different layers exhibit a phase difference, forming the ∆̂+−

configuration, which facilitates the formation of the PDW. Additionally, we plot the dependence of the on-site pairing
field strength on the bond dimension D in Figure S3 (c). The ”shoulder” strongly indicates the leading instability of
the SC order [25, 65].

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF UNIFORM SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN THE SMALL-Usd REGION

Due to space limitations, we previously did not provide sufficient data to support the existence of uniform su-
perconductivity in the small Usd region. In this section, we present representative results illustrating the uniform
superconducting (SC) states in the phase diagram. All data presented here are gathered from Ly = 4 systems.
Before presenting the results, we discuss a technical detail. As the system transitions from the PDW phase to the

uniform phase by decreasing Usd, the truncation error in DMRG calculations abruptly increases from the order of 10−6

to 10−4, indicating a phase transition nearby. However, this increase in truncation error also makes the calculations
more difficult to converge. With truncation errors of this magnitude, the extrapolation of the correlation function
may not be reliable. Therefore, we need to carefully analyze the raw data of the correlations.
We show the charge and SC properties of the uniform SC states in Fig. S4. We choose model parameters δ = 1/8

and Usd = 0 or 0.3 from the phase diagram in Figure 2. The charge density exhibits no apparent modulation for both
parameters, indicating the absence of CDW order. While the SC correlations decay exponentially under finite bond
dimensions, they visibly enhance with increasing bond dimension. We fit the SC correlation lengths and plot their
dependence on the bond dimensions in Fig. S4(e). The dependence of the correlation length on the bond dimensions
can be well fitted by ξ ∝ Dα, with α = 0.39 and 0.36 for the respective cases. This suggests that the SC correlation
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FIG. S3. Charge density and SC pairing field calculated in the grand canonical ensemble. Model parameters: Us = Ud = 8,
Usd = 4, µs = µd = −6, corresponding to a doping level δ ≈ 0.35. (a) Charge density pattern for kept state D = 10000. (b)
SC pairing field. (c) The magnitude of SC pairing field vs. DMRG kept state D.
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FIG. S4. Charge density pattern and SC correlation calculated in the uniform SC phase. The model parameters are chosen from
the phase diagram in Figure 2 in the main text, with doping level δ = 1/8 and Usd = 0 or 0.3. (a,b) show the charge density
pattern. (c,d) show the SC correlation in the s-orbital obtained by a series of gradually increasing DMRG bond dimensions.
(e) shows the bond dimension dependence of the SC correlation length ξ.

may diverge at the infinite bond dimension. Assuming that the SC correlations decay in a power-law manner at
infinite bond dimension, a brute-force power-law fitting of the correlations at D = 20000 yields an upper bound
estimation for the Luttinger parameter Ksc ≤ 0.74 and Ksc ≤ 1.21.

The existence of uniform superconductivity (SC) has also been confirmed by grand canonical ensemble calculations,
as shown in Fig. 5(a) in the main text. Here, we present the corresponding bond dimension dependence of the
pairing field strength in Fig. S5. In the figure, we include two additional sets of calculations under different chemical
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potentials. For the cases with µs = µd = −4.6 or −4.7, the pairing field strength exhibits a ”shoulder” behavior [25,
65]. For the case with µs = µd = −5, the pairing field strength increases as the bond dimension D increases. All
these cases indicate the leading instability toward uniform SC order.
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FIG. S5. The magnitude of uniform SC pairing field v.s. DMRG bond dimension D. Us = Ud = 8, and Usd = 0.3.

III. DATA EXTRAPOLATIONS IN DMRG

We use a quadratic function to extrapolate the expectation values in DMRG calculations. We denote A(ǫ) as
the truncation error dependence of the measurement results for the observable Â with successively changing bond
dimension D. The extrapolated measurement A(0), corresponding to the infinite bond dimension, is obtained by
quadratic fitting as follows:

A(ǫ) = A(0) + bǫ+ cǫ2. (S1)


